The shear strength and stick-slip behavior of a rough rock joint are analyzed using the 8 complex network approach. We develop a network approach on correlation patterns of void 
give a suitable and reasonably formed network [33] . Also, different approaches have been used 
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The clustering coefficient describes the degree to which k neighbors of a particular node degrees of neighbouring nodes in a network [35] . Two-point correlation is the criterion in 131 complex networks as it can be related to network assortativity.
132
The concept of two-point correlation can be included within the conditional probability [34] [35] [36] . From the point of view of fractal complex networks [37] [38] , the degree 139 correlation may be used as a tool to distinguish the self-similarity of network structures. In fact, 140 in fractal networks large degree nodes (hubs) tend to connect to small degree nodes and not to 141 each other (fractality and disassortativity). Also, the clustering nature of a network can be drawn 142 as the average over all nodes of degree k giving a clustering distribution (or spectrum). In many real-world networks such as the internet the clustering spectrum is a decreasing function of 144 degree which may be interpreted as the hierarchical structures in a network. In contrast, some 145 other networks such social networks and scientific collaborations (and also we will see complex 146 aperture networks) are showing assortative behaviour [35] . It will be shown that spreading of 147 crack like behaviour due to shearing a fracture, can be followed with the patterns of proper 148 spectrum. Similarly, by using the degree correlation, one may define the virtual weight of an 149 edge as an average number of edges connected to the nodes [39] .
150
The average (characteristic) path length L is the mean length of the shortest paths 151 connecting any two nodes on the graph. The shortest path between a pair (i, j) of nodes in a 152 network can be assumed as their geodesic distance, ij g , with a mean geodesic distance L given as 153 below [2, 21] :
where ij g is the geodesic distance (shortest distance) between node i and j, and N is the number 156 of nodes. We will use a well known algorithm in finding the shortest paths presented by Dijkstra
Summary of Laboratory Tests
To study the small world properties of rock joints, the results of several laboratory tests shear displacement (Fig.3) .
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By using the method described in the previous section, a complex aperture network is
194
developed from the correlation patterns (Fig.4) . As it can be seen in this figure, the formation of spreading and stabilizing the clusters. Unfortunately, due to a low rate of data sampling, the 204 exact evolution of patterns before peak-point is not possible. However, during the discussion on 205 the joint degree correlations, a general concept will be proposed.
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The three well-known characteristics of the constructed networks, namely total degree of 
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The development of shear stress over the networks is much faster after the peak point overestimate the self-similarity of internal structures of the networks, which means that in the 237 entire steps at least a small branch of fractility can be followed.
238
The attributed weight distribution, associated with the two-point correlation concept
239
( Fig.7) shows as if the virtual heaviness of edges are increasing, simultaneously, the joint degree 240 distribution is also growing, which indicates the networks are assortative. The distribution of the 241 weights from unveiled hubs also clearly can be followed in Figure 7 burst of much dense local hubs is scaled with disclosing of slow fronts spreading.
252
Following the spectrum of the networks in a collective view (Fig.9) (rate) space (Fig.10) . Depicting the clustering coefficient and mean degree rates, shows a similar behaviours are obtained (Fig.11) . Transferring from interlocking step to Coulomb threshold level 274 is accompanying with the maximum anisotropy ( Fig.11b) completely matching with the analysis of joint degree and joint clustering distribution. In Figure   279 11.a, we have illustrated a new variable with regard to durability and entropy of the system, 
Conclusions

287
In this study, we presented a special type of complex aperture network based on data1  data2  data3  data4  data5  data6  data7  data8  data9  data10  data11  data12  data13  data14  data15  data16  data17  data18  data19 evolution at the rate of spectrum (networks) space
